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Website Therapy
What is going on with 
you and your website?
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Who is Website Counseling?
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- Website Strategy

- Website Audit

- Website Optimization

- Website Development

- Content Creation

- Digital Marketing Strategy

Our services
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Understand your website users

Define your website goals & KPIs

Learn about the User-intent framework

Learn about some quick fixes

Today’s goals
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3 Reasons

Why your website
is not successful.
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Reason No. 1

You don‘t know your users.
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- What are their problems and challenges?

- How are they searching for solutions?

- Can your product help and how?

- What is their personal background?

- What type of personality are they?

- Where do they live? 

- Etc.

What do you need to know about your users?
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Set up user surveys.

Use forums and groups to find out what and how they talk about.

1-on-1 interviews with clients AND churned clients.

How to get to know your users?

Google Analytics and Facebook page audience.
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Google Analytics Example

Age & Gender
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Google Analytics Example

Language
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Google Analytics Example

Location
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Google Analytics Example

Devices
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Bring the information together
with Personas

Representation of a particular audience 
segment for a website, product or service.

Define:
- Motivations
- Frustrations
- Problems & Needs
- “Essence” of who they are
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Persona Example
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Reason No.2

Your website has
no goal.
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If you don’t have a 
goal, how do you 
know where you 
are going?
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How can your website help to 
achieve this goal?

What is your business trying to achieve?

How can you get there?

What needs to be done?
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Reason No. 3

Your website is
not helping your
users.
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Searching for an answer

Finding the nearest
supermarket

Purchasing a product
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What is user intent?

- Make sure users find what they are looking for
- Provide information at every step of the journey
- Engage with users to convince them to purchase



31Source: Think with Google

INFORMATIONAL NAVIGATIONAL INVESTIGATIONAL COMMERCIAL

4 ways of user intent
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User intent on your website
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User intent example
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Quick fixes!
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Check if your website looks good on all devices and
browsers. 

Browser and mobile optimization
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Don‘t overwhelm your customers with too many navigation points. 

Keep it simple with the most important pages.

Use the footer as an extended navigation to link to more pages.

Navigation
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- Check your website loading time
- Check if your headlines and meta tags are set correctly
- Remember to set one H1 per page only

FREE TOOLS TO USE:

- website.grader.com
- sitechecker.pro
- neilpatel.com/seo-analyzer/

SEO Quick Check
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The conversion path (Checkout, signup, etc.) is the most important part of your website. 
It has to be flawless!

Check for these challenges:

- Forms: Delete all unneccessary form fields
- eCommerce: Add payment trust badges to your

website
- Minimize the steps to the checkout or signup

Conversion path



Lucky draw!
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Pleae fill out our VERY short survey.

https://website-counseling.typeform.com/to/gIsWrd

We want your feedback.


